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Abstract 

Internet of Things (IOT) is another innovation that can 

associate things from different fields through the Internet. As 

of late vehicle following framework is getting tremendous 

prevalence due to the rising number of the stolen vehicles. 

Vehicle burglary is going on leaving and now and then driving 

in unbound spots. This examination work investigates how to 

keep away from this sort of taking and gives greater security 

to the vehicles. The executed framework contains single-board 

implanted framework which is furnished with Global System 

for Mobile Communication (GSM) and Global Positioning 

System(GPS) alongside a raspberry-pi introduced in the 

vehicle. The utilization of GSM and GPS innovations enables 

the framework to follow the item and gives the most 

exceptional data about ongoing treks. The unique mark based 

car security lock framework, is a locking component intended 

to supplant the accessible vehicle key/remote key entryway 

locking framework. It utilizes unique finger impression ID as 

a methods for validation before access. Moreover, we 

included face recognizable proof by methods for a camera. On 

the off chance that IR Sensor recognizes, camera will catch 

the picture and sent to mail.  
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1.INTRODUCTION   

A giant increment in the quantity of vehicles over the world 

further prompts the expansion in the robbery of vehicles. In 

spite of the fact that we have numerous security instruments 

for vehicles, the wrongdoing has been expanding colossally. 

At present the vehicles have been given the framework which 

cautions the client with the alert at the season of burglary, yet 

the ostensible clients are as yet confronting the wrongdoing. 

So geographic position and time data from the Global 

Positioning Satellites [3]. In the wake of rising of GPS 

framework created by The United States government [4], first 

it was just for military reason. Subsequent to opening for 

open, it has been utilized generally. Al-Bayari and Sadoun 

talked about in subtleties Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) 

framework that works under GIS condition [5]. A total FPGA 

execution of the vehicle position following framework 

utilizing short message administrations (SMS) was accounted 

for by Hapsari [6]. The structure and execution of a portable 

article the executives framework that makes utilization of the 

current GSM systems and its expansion GPRS for information 

correspondence was talked about by Xiaobo Fan et al. [7]. 

Hsiao and Chang created diagnostic model to examine the 

ideal area refresh procedure with the target of least complete 

expense [8]. Tamil et al. did comparative works [9]. Video 

reconnaissance and following of moving non military 

personnel vehicle done by Nishi Kanta Pati added new 

measurement to the advancement of the following frameworks 

[10]. In this exploration work, a framework has been created 

dependent on microcontroller that comprises of a GPS and 

GSM. A two way correspondence process is accomplished 

utilizing a GSM modem. [11]. At the point when driver gives 

his confirmed unique finger impression picture before 

beginning the vehicle, the framework will be considered as 

reasonable condition. However, when vehicle's area is 

changed without unique finger impression check, the 

framework will be taken as strange condition.   

 

2.RELATED WORKS  A.The Design of Anti-Theft Device 

for Vehicle Based on GSM  

component for vehicles can be utilized, which tracks the 

present area of the vehicle utilizing GPS and the GSM is 

utilized for correspondence. This instrument suggest the client 

with an alarm message at the season of burglary and the client 

gets the opportune updates with the ebb and flow area of the 

vehicle. The counter burglary and following system for 

vehicles utilizing GPS is financially savvy. A vehicle 

following framework consolidates the establishment of an 

electronic gadget in a vehicle or armada of vehicle to empower 

the proprietor or outsider to follow the vehicle's area and 

gathering information all the while. Current Vehicle Tracking 

framework (VTS) is the innovation used to decide the area of a 

vehicle utilizing diverse techniques like GSM and GPS module 

and other radio route frameworks working through satellites 

and ground based stations [1, 2]. GSM and GPS based vehicle 

area and following framework gives powerful, ongoing 

mapping based vehicle area following. The framework utilizes   

 

for vehicle, the creator advances another plan psyche of 

hostile to robbery gadget, the gadget takes STC89C52 

microcontroller as the control center, the GPS module and the 

GSM module are associated with the microcontroller 

sequential port through the electronic switch chip. When the 

vehicle is stolen, the gadget will convey sound and light alert 

and send vehicle area message to the proprietor in the 

meantime, helping the proprietor to get back the vehicle. 

Field tests demonstrate that the caution gadget is solid and 

positively affects the vehicle burglary.  

as to evade this wrongdoing the antitheft and following                  Going for the interest of against burglary and got back  
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                Fig.1The main Software of Anti-theft Device   

B.Anti-Theft and Tracking Mechanism for Vehicles 

Using GSM and GPS  

There is an uncommon increment in the quantity of 

violations including vehicle robbery. This can be maintained a 

strategic distance from by utilizing hostile to burglary and 

following component utilizing GSM and GPS. This system 

cautions the proprietor or the client of the vehicle with the 

message at the season of robbery happened. Besides this 

instrument finds the area of the robbery vehicle by utilizing 

GSM and GPS whenever and furthermore this system stores 

the message by the application in the versatile. This component 

forestalls and decrease the robbery of vehicles. Further these 

kinds of gadgets are more affordable and furthermore moderate 

for all the vehicle proprietors. The microcontroller comprises 

of RFID peruser, tag, GPS, GSM and the vibration sensor. The 

vibration sensor is set in the vehicle and utilizing that the 

vibration will get detected when the RFID peruser and tag does 

not get coordinated. For at regular intervals the area will be 

followed and refreshed consequently. With the goal that the 

vehicle client can without much of a stretch think about the 

course of the vehicle which causes the vehicle client to locate 

their lost vehicle.  

 

           Fig. 2 Hardware setup of the kit  

C.Design and Fabrication of a Password Protected 

Vehicle Security and Performance Monitoring System  

This paper presents the design and fabrication process 

of a security system for vehicles using a password protected 

initiation. A simple portable hardware module has been made 

by assembling a liquid crystal display (LCD), a 4*4 matrix 

membrane keypad and a relay switch on a printed circuit board 

(PCB). The whole system works on an intricate algorithm 

implemented in an Arduino processor. The fuel injection in the 

engine of the vehicle is controlled by the relay added in the 

fuel line near the fuel pump and switches on only when the 

owner of the vehicle enters the correct password in the module. 

The module acts as an extra keylock for the engine in addition 

to the ignition key. Along with the security system, a 

costeffective performance monitoring system is fabricated by 

using proximity switch which acts as a motion sensor and 

shows the speed of the vehicle at any instant in the display. 

The two projects has been crafted into a state of the art system 

which remains active even after the ignition key is bypassed. 

This significantly improves the security and surveillance 

concerns of the vehicle and in turn prevents any sort of theft or 

insecurities of the vehicle.  

 

Fig. 3 Design of Integrated System Prototype.  

3.SYSTEM DESIGN   

In this exploration work, unique finger impression sensor, IR 

sensor, PI camera is interfaced with Raspberry Pi. The 

Raspberry Pi is associated with Arduino in which GSM, GPS 

and engine are interfaced. Unique mark sensors were initially 

produced for the Arduino and can be perused by means of 

UART. The raspberry pi has two pins (pin 8 and pin10), 

however they work with3.3V. Since this unique finger 

impression sensor which don't work with 3.3V, a USB UART 

is prescribed.   

 

Fig. 4 Block diagram of Vehicle Tracking System  

In this square outline, when the power supply is exchanged 

on lcd will demonstrate the message as spot the finger. At the 

point when the finger is set 8 bit ASCII esteem will be send 

to the raspberry through UART. In the event that the verified 

finger is set the raspberry will send the parallel an incentive 

as 1 to the Arduino (genius smaller than usual). The Arduino 

will set as high and DC engine will turn ON. Assume if an 

unapproved finger is set the raspberry will send the paired an 

incentive as 0. So the GSM will send a SMS as 

"UNAPPROVED PERSON TRY TO UNLOCK" alongside 

the area from the GPS module. On the off chance that 

Infrared Sensor recognizes, Raspberry Pi camera will send a 

picture to the ideal mail id.  
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4.SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION   A.Fingerprint 

Module(R307)  

In present time we can see unique mark based 

frameworks wherever in our day by day life like for 

participation in workplaces, representative confirmation in 

banks, for money withdrawal or stores in ATMs, for 

personality check in government workplaces and so forth. 

Utilizing this Raspberry Pi Fingerprint[12] System, we can 

select new fingerprints in the framework and can erase the as 

of now encouraged fingerprints. we have utilized a 4 push 

catches: one for selecting the new unique mark, one for 

erasing the as of now sustained fingerprints and rest two for 

addition/decrement the situation of as of now encouraged 

Finger prints. Activity of this venture is straightforward, 

simply run the python code and there will be some 

introduction messages over LCD and afterward client will be 

approached to Place Finger on Finger Print Sensor. Presently 

by putting a finger over unique mark module, we can check 

whether our fingerprints are as of now put away or not. In the 

event that your unique finger impression is put away, at that 

point LCD will demonstrate the message with the putting 

away position of unique finger impression like 'Found at 

Pos:2' else it will indicate 'No Match Found'.  

 

           Fig. 5 Fingerprint Module(R307)  

B.Pi Camera  

The Raspberry Pi[13] camera module can be utilized to take 

top notch video, just as stills photos. It's anything but difficult 

to use for apprentices, however has bounty to offer propelled 

clients in case you're hoping to grow your insight. It connects 

by means of a 15cm strip link to the CSI port on the Raspberry 

Pi. On the off chance that the IR sensor distinguishes, the Pi 

camera will catch the picture and send it to the web server 

utilizing WIFI. 

 

                    Fig.6 Raspberry Pi Camera  

C.Raspberry Pi 3  

The Raspberry Pi 3[14] Model B+ is the most recent 

item in the Raspberry Pi 3 territory, flaunting a 64-bit quad 

center processor running at 1.4GHz, double band 2.4GHz and 

5GHz remote LAN, Bluetooth 4.2/BLE, quicker Ethernet, and 

PoE capacity by means of a different PoE HAT. The greatest  

change that has been sanctioned with the Raspberry Pi 3[12] is 

a move up to a cutting edge fundamental processor and 

enhanced availability with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and 

BCM43143 Wi-Fi ready. Moreover, the Raspberry Pi 3 has 

enhanced power the executives, with an updated exchanged 

power source up to 2.5 Amps, to help all the more dominant 

outside USB gadgets. The signs from the unique finger 

impression module is perused by raspberry pi by means of 

UART. In view of the python coding which is available inside 

the OS of raspberry pi, flag will be get transmitted. And 

furthermore with the Wifi module present in the raspberry pi 

will be utilized send the picture and area to the webserver.  

   

         Fig. 7 Full specification of Raspberry Pi 3  

D.GSM Module  

The GSM[15] shield by Arduino is utilized to send 

or get messages. In the event that anybody enters an 

unregistered unique mark, the proprietor will promptly get an 

instant message with the latitude and longitude position of the 

vehicle by means of SMS. So as to stop the vehicle we can 

likewise send a stop message to the sim which is available 

inside the GSM module.  

 

                   Fig. 8 SIM900A module  

E.GPS Module  

A worldwide situating framework (GPS)[16] module 

is a gadget used to decide its area on earth regarding scope 

and longitude. Since Raspberry Pi is a finished PC in itself 

with a stable working framework in this way interfacing a 

GPS gadget to it is much the same as associating it to some 

other PC. At the point when an unapproved unique mark is 

entered continuous following starts and the GPS area of the 

vehicle is sent to the proprietor by SMS.  
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F.DC Motor  

A 12V DC[17] engine is associated with Arduino, the 

DC engine works dependent on the information sources given. 

The DC will run when an approved unique mark is kept. And 

furthermore, in a crisis circumstance we can begin the DC 

engine through GSM module.  

 

         Fig.10 12V DC Motor  

5.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   

In the wake of doing equipment and programming related 

works, the task is tried under different conditions to guarantee 

its rightness. The testing condition for this venture incorporates 

a few approved and unapproved endeavors to get to the 

framework. Testing is done to guarantee that vehicle following 

framework is functioning admirably and meets the necessity. 

On the off chance that the vehicle is moved with no 

appropriate unique finger impression confirmation, at that 

point a SMS is send to the proprietor's mobile phone and 

picture caught from the raspberry pi camera will send to the 

registered mail.   

 

 

             Fig.11 SMS of Latitude and Lomgitude Position      

 

            Fig.12 SMS of Latitude and Lomgitude Position  

 

                      Fig.13 Location of the Vehicle  

 
 

            Fig.14 Email which contains image from Pi camera  

6.CONCLUSION   

The venture titled "Biometric Vehicle Access System in IOT" 

is a model for an enemy of burglary gadget for four wheelers. 

This venture is gone for executing an antitheft gadget with 

ongoing following and client control. This is accomplished 

with the assistance of GPS and GSM innovation. This project 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig.  9  Raspberry PI GPS Module  
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gives an additional layer of security by incorporating 

biometrics as unique mark acknowledgment to allow access to 

the vehicle. Fingerprint innovation is extremely powerful 

security check innovation and furthermore in lower cost to 

abstain from taking of vehicles. In future, cell phones can be 

introduced in the vehicle for the ongoing vehicle following the 

between dynamic mapping.  
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